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Introduction
In this work is demonstrated dynamic spatial motion of missile. This missile is guided
by point-to-point method – proportional navigation and its modifications. The task is solved
for manoeuvring target, manoeuvre is being realized by the alternation of altitude, heading or
by the combination of both.
Results show three-dimensional and two-dimensional graphs of trajectories of missile
and target, acceleration of missile during navigation, unit function responses and optimisation
of navigation coefficients.

Mathematical analysis of problem
Trajectory is spatial curve. It can be solved as two two-dimensional motions: linear
motion on plane 0xy and motion on plane of heading 0xz.
For computational solution is important to define a mathematic description of
navigation methods, kinematical descriptions of missile and target, dynamic description of
missile and a definition of angles and controlled signal.
Navigation methods
Mathematic description of navigation method is called the navigation equation. These
equations describe control principle that is realised by the control system of a missile. Point to
point navigation methods use homers. The geometric interrelation is on the Fig.1.
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Fig. 1: Geometric interrelation of linear motion on plane 0xy and of heading 0xz.
The proportional navigation method defines change of an angle of the missile speed.
This method requires high acceleration in the ending phase of a missile flight. The modified
proportional navigation methods decrease this acceleration. Methods can be modified for
a manoeuvring target or a low flying target.
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Kinematical equations of missile and target
Motion of a target can be described by the spherical coordinates:

 vc 
qc = Θ c 
Ψc 
and motion of a missile can be also described by the spherical coordinates:

 vr 
qr = Θ r  .
Ψr 
Mutual motion of a missile and a target is defined in the spherical coordinates:
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Dynamic equations of missile
The missile can be described by a transfer function. We have to arrange this function
and transfer it to a time domain.
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For missile dynamic spatial motion computing we need mathematical relations of
angles, controlled signals and other things such as manoeuvre of target, acceleration of missile
and target, alternation of altitude and heading, etc. Detailed mathematical describes can be
found in literature [1].
Computing algorithm
The algorithm uses a simple method for numeric solution of differential equations Euler numeric method. You can see the design procedure on the Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of computing dynamical characteristic of missile
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Computer simulation results
The computing simulation was designed in Matlab program version 6.5. User in the
simulation program (Fig. 3) can change the target position and another parameters of a target
and a missile. Simulation program solves the proportional navigation method and the
modified proportional navigation methods for manoeuvring target or low flying target, etc.
Some
results
of
the
proportional navigation and
the modified proportional
navigation
are
discussed
bellow a sample.
On the Fig. 4 are threedimensional trajectories a
sample of the missile and the
manoeuvring target and the
missile
acceleration.
The
missile flight is controlled by
basic modified navigation
method is navigated. At the
final stage a missile has a high
acceleration.
Fig. 3: Simulation program

On the Fig. 5 is the
missile flight controlled by the
modified navigation method. The modification minimizes acceleration at the final stage. This
method is suitable for low flying targets.

Fig. 4: Trajectories of missile and target - basic
modified proportional navigation method

Fig. 5: Trajectories of missile and target - modified
proportional navigation method for low flying
targets
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Conclusion
In this work was suggested computational solution of dynamic spatial motion of
a missile. The simulation program shows trajectories of a missile and a target, missile
acceleration, missile reaction on target manoeuvre, etc. The program solves proportional
navigation method and modified proportional navigation methods such as modifications for
a manoeuvring target or a low flying target. The three-dimensional trajectory shows missile
behaviour in target tracking mode.
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